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1. Sustainable growth and development is not possible without good governance.

According to the Global Competitiveness Index for 2010-11 brought out by the World

Economic Forum, the comparative advantage of India is eroded by weaknesses like

corruption, burden of excessive Government regulations and business cost of crime.

Corruption is rated as the 2nd most problematic factor for doing business in India, the first

being inadequate infrastructure. The Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) developed by

the World Bank, for the period 1996 to 2010 shows that India has made considerable

progress in terms of enhancing people‟s voice, transparency, accountability, rule of law and

Government effectiveness. However, we have been lagging in terms of control of corruption

and quality of our regulation.

Governance: The key to a developed India - summary of the 

speech delivered by Shri Pradeep Kumar, CVC, at CII 

2. Reforms Undertaken
The Commission has adopted a strategy of

leveraging technology to prevent

corruption wherein organisations are

persuaded to adopt e-governance measures

and computerise on priority all those

activities which are vulnerable to

corruption, especially in the delivery of

public services and in redressing

grievances speedily. The focus of our anti-

corruption efforts has largely been

directed against public servants who

demand gratification ignoring the equally

culpable bribe giver. This is not in line

with international standards. The U.K.

Bribery Act, 2010 prescribes stringent

punishment for unethical practices by the

corporate entity.

3. In India public procurement constitutes about 28% of the GDP. The Central Government

has decided to enact a Public Procurement Law which should go a long way in streamlining

the rules and procedures for public procurement. The Central Vigilance Commission has also

recommended the enactment of a False Claims Law, which aims to empower citizens to fight

corruption. In May, 2011 India ratified the UN Convention Against Corruption. The

Convention lays down the basic minimum required to be put in place by all countries to

fight corruption. The Government has drafted the “Prevention of Bribery of Foreign Public

Officials Bill, 2011”. Under this provision any Indian company bribing the public servant of

another country will be liable for punishment. The Confederation of Indian Industry in 2010

has developed a Code of Business Ethics for companies. This is a welcome step. The

Government is considering a number of measures to strengthen the framework to fight

Corruption. Finally the task of building an honest society cannot be left to Government,

anti-Corruption agencies or Corporates alone. Every Indian must do his bit.

*********************************************

Shri Pradeep Kumar, CVC
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From the Editor’s Desk
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Corruption is the bane of present day life. All progress,

(whether it be in economic growth, infrastructure

development or simply improvement in the quality of life) is

hampered by the spectre of Corruption. Addressing the lack

of integrity in society is not just the role of the Government

(which brings out anti-corruption laws), or the anti

corruption agencies (like CVC) or even Corporates.

It‟s incumbent on every citizen to do his bit. This was the message of

CVC‟s speech delivered in CII, recently.

2. A training course for freshly inducted CVOs was conducted in the

Commission in April 2012. Some of the presentations made by speakers

from CVC have been reproduced in this issue, for the benefit of other CVOs.

These include the common pitfalls noted in public procurement, preventive

vigilance and leveraging of technology, etc.

3. Vigeye Vani is always keen to highlight measures taken by CVOs in

bringing about systemic improvement in their organization. This is not

only useful in addressing similar issues in the same sector by other CVOs,

but also serves as a motivational element inspiring all CVOs across the

board. CVOs are expected to study existing practices and procedures,

evaluate areas which are delay-prone and vulnerable to corruption and

suggest improvement in the organization so as to better effect its service

delivery, productivity, effectiveness, etc. The effort of one such CVO has

been brought out in this issue.

“If humanity does not opt for integrity we are through

completely. It is absolutely touch and go. Each one of us could

make the difference.”

Buckminster Fuller

“Society is based on honesty. You have paid and will continue to

pay for many years, a price for your lack of honesty.”

Carl Becker
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40th Anniversary of Corporation Bank Officers‟ Organisation

Key note address by Shri R.Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner, CVC

1. “We have a fundamental duty to do our job in a way in which the nation as a whole

progresses”, said Sri R.Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner , Central Vigilance Commission, at

a function arranged in April, 2012 as a part of a year-long celebration of CBOO entering its

40th year.

2. Sri R. Sri Kumar, held that people take Unions as anti-establishment. However, Unions

were necessary, since they pointed out what was going wrong in the Organization, People on

the street were asking for more probity in public life. CVC with about 300 staff alone cannot

fight corruption. Participation of every stakeholder was needed.

3. People talk about the three „C‟s viz. CVC, CAG and CBI acting as an impediment to

commercial decisions and blocking progress in business. However, Vigilance also involves

working together for the common goal. CVC had over the last few years, changed its

approach from Punitive Vigilance to Preventive Vigilance to Proactive Vigilance. Now the

Commission was laying emphasis on moving to Participative Vigilance followed by Predictive

Vigilance. To explain this, the VC drew an analogy of a road accident. When an accident took

place, the driver was punished. This was punitive vigilance. Preventive vigilance would

ensure that the driver had a valid driving licence, whether the vehicle had a fitness certificate

etc. Enforcement was only one part of Vigilance. Road engineering, like bumps on the road,

uneven roads etc were also vital factors in road accidents which needed to be looked into.

This was what is known as Proactive Vigilance. Environment was also an important factor.

Today there are vehicles fitted with censors which do not start if the driver was in a drunken

condition. This was nothing but Predictive Vigilance.

4. In our fight against corruption, participation from

every stakeholder namely, employees, officers,

customers, citizens etc. was important. Empowering

citizens to participate in vigilance was necessary.

There are 255 districts in the country where rule of

law did not work and extremism had taken deep root.

The rule of Law should be upheld. Project “Vigeye” is

an example of participative vigilance. The application

which can be downloadable enables any person to act

against corruption, instead of simply grumbling about

it. The VC quoted a number of examples of how

common citizens brought corruption cases to the

notice of CVC using Vigeye and how action was taken

against those against whom

allegations leveled were proved. More than 5000 complaints had been received under Vigeye.

There was a need to take this system to the next level by putting in place necessary

infrastructure like a call centre to handle the large number of complaints. He called for

participation from Banks in providing infrastructure towards this end, and for the betterment

of the system. Speaking on target setting the Vigilance Commissioner held that targets

should be achievable failing which people would give up. He also stressed the need for

measurement of performance. Target setting had to be a process aligning individual goals with

organizational goals. He suggested a seven parameter performance evaluation process. Target

setting should be a process involving both the person who was required to perform and the

Manager. Vigilance had to be a part and parcel of this.

Shri R. Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner
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Common pitfalls noted in public procurement.

.

************************************

Anil Singhal, CTE, CVC

1. Identification of Need for procurement 
ENSURE:

need is inescapable 

all relevant factors are taken into account  like

obsolescence 

shelf Life

life cycle period

availability of existing stocks

availability of substitutes which can be used in lieu

availability of funds

approval of Competent Authority

2. Technical specifications
generic, non restrictive

in line with market availability 

adequate to meet objective of procurement – Best not always preferable

3. Estimation of costs based on: 
standard Schedule of Rates or market justification

if based on budgetary quote, should correctly reflect 

market price

all relevant factors to be considered. Not inflated due 

to irrelevant factors.

4. Qualification requirement
neither too stringent nor too lax

non restrictive

unambiguous/objective

able to generate adequate competition

5. Preparation of tender document
ENSURE:

conditions not in conflict with existing rules/regulations/guidelines

format for bid price submission indicated – Unambiguous and correctly indicate tax liabilities 

on either party to the contract

order of precedence of various documents in the tender

procedure to be adopted for arithmetic corrections, difference in rates in figures and words etc.

evaluation criteria objective and unambiguous – takes care of all foreseeable eventualities

inspection Methodology.

type and Conditions of Contract, if contract concluded.

conditions  likely to result in rejection of bid 

scope of work.

6. Pre-bid conference
representations critically examined – Ensure level playing field

amendments required notified to all bidders who purchased bid document and in subsequent 

copies to prospective bidders

decisions taken to be made part of evaluation and contract

7. Bids Opening 9. Award/Contract
• SOUND PROCEDURE TO ENSURE:           . as per bid and agreed changes, no unilateral clauses

authenticate corrections/ overwriting     . to be signed by the competent authority

no tampering of bids after opening 10. Post Award
8. Evaluation       . quality as per contract specifications 

time bound and  transparent                  . effective supervision                      

in terms of tender document                   . deviations/substitutions to be avoidable  

. insurance/Guarantees as per contract 
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Basic features of a works contract

.

Ramesh Chandra, CTE, CVC

1. Agreement – Every promise and every set of promises, forming the consideration for

each other is an agreement.

2. Contract – Any agreement enforceable by law is a contract.

3. Essential Elements of a Valid Contract
 proper offer and proper acceptance.

lawful consideration.

both parties competent to contract.

 free consent

lawful object and agreement.

agreement not declared void or illegal.

intention to create legal relationships.

certainty, possibility of performance.

4. Stages of Contracts
• Pre tender stage

• Tender stage

• Execution stage

Pre-Tender Stage
realistic assessment of requirements.

proper financial sanction.

availability of land/site.

prequalification of consultant as per pre notified criteria.

realistic DPR as per site requirement reasonable rates.

Tender Stage
open tenders

updation of enlistment of vendors

adequate publicity

transparent PQ Criteria

PQ/eligibility criteria are correctly applied.

contract Conditions to be same after price bid opening

no negotiation – As exception, with L-1 only

speedy decision within original validity period.

Execution stage
•match tender document with agreement.

•agreement is signed & sealed properly.

•bank guarantees are verified.

•major deviations not done.

•recoveries are made as per contract.

•proper record of hindrance maintained.

•mandatory tests carried out.

•conditions regarding insurance policies, P.G.,

•labour license etc. –complied with.

***********************************
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Preventive Vigilance and Leveraging of Technology 

Keshav Rao, Director, CVC 1.Elements of Corruption:  

2.Action Against Corruption:

3.Leveraging Technology to Prevent Corruption:

Improper use of public power for personal gain or detriment of other person

Abuse of Power Extortion Favoritism Fraud Conflict of interest

Illegal funding Of political parties Bribery Embezzlement

Punitive Action

Stronger laws and their implementation. Making corruption a high risk and low reward 

activity by punishing the guilty 

Preventive Action 

Change procedures/systems to reduce opportunity for corruption for both demand and supply 

side

•promoting E-Governance to improve transparency in functioning

•public procurement  through E-tendering, E-Procurements, E-payments,

•uploading of pre/post tender details on the website.

•ensuring compliance of Commission’s instructions 

•certification from DIT desirable.

Other Areas:

•complaints/Grievance Management

•HR Management

•material management

•marketing, Financial Management

•use of GPS and Webcam for stock movement monitoring

•linking of all offices 

•exclusive team for Centralized monitoring through call centres etc.

4. Measures For Preventive Vigilance-Expected from CVO:

5. Initiatives in the Commission:

As per Commission‟s Vigilance Manual:

•study existing practices and procedure & causes of delay

•review regulatory functions and evaluate their necessity

•devise methods to control exercise of excessive discretion

•educate citizens about procedures and simplify.

•identify vulnerable areas and post persons of integrity

•prepare a list of officials of doubtful integrity

•prepare agreed list in consultation with CBI 

•ensure periodical rotation of staff

•preparation and updating of purchase or works or 

contracts manual 

•implementation of applications for online processing of complaints and cases

•portal for interaction with CVOs and Citizens

•email and SMS alerts to CVOs and complainants

•auto- alerts through SMS to Complainants

•auto-Acknowledgement through Email to Complainants

CVC PORTAL FOR 

COMPLAINTS & OTHER 

FUNCTIONS

AFTER LOGGING IN
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An exercise in Preventive Vigilance 

D.C. Sagar, CVO, Cotton Corporation of India Ltd.

Nature‟s gift “Cotton” separated from its seeds is technically known as “Lint”.

Lint is a highly inflammable commodity. Every stage from procurement,

processing, storage, transportation to trading is fraught with the imminent

danger of instant fire. In the cotton season 2008-09 fire incidents had spiraled

up to as high as 172 .

2. In order to reduce fire incidents to “zero”, an in-depth study of the CCI field operations was

done by me. Through the SWOT analysis, the whole operation necessitated a simplified

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE(S.O.P.) for the field officers to curtail fire incidents and

thus avert National loss. Through S.O.P. a sensitization campaign was launched. The basic

features which were catalogued and underlined in the S.O.P. are summarized as follows:

(a) Be vigilant and a keen observer of one‟s surroundings
This entails safety measures like:-

•“un insulated live electrical wire” dangling near a cotton heap, lint and bales should be repaired

immediately.

• places of cotton stock in any form should be declared as no smoking area and should be

executed in letter and spirit.

•cotton heaps should always be covered with sufficient tarpaulin with intermediary space

between heaps.

•fire fighting paraphernalia (water hydrants, fire extinguishers, sand and water filled buckets,

water reservoirs etc) in the vicinity where cotton is stored or processed should be as prescribed

by the experts and specialized agencies to counter the existing degree of fire threat.

•cotton stocks should never be too near water hydrants as it would hamper fire fighting

operations. Its preparedness should be checked as a regular safety drill besides surprise checks.

•resident staff and security should know their respective duties in the event of a fire incident.

(b) Being sincere about one‟s duties.
Regular supervision in checking the safety and scrutiny of cotton stock was vital. The moment

smoke was either seen or smelt, immediate remedial measures should be undertaken like using

the available fire fighting mechanism and instant calling for help from fire services and police.

Safety of people working in the areas of cotton operation should be accorded priority.

(c) Vigilance by the people. 
Motivation through personal meetings and workshops in conducting fire-incident-free

operations in segments like cotton procurement, processing, storage transport etc. is vital.

People should be contacted to be spotters and informants for keeping an eye on people with

dubious antecedents. Informers should be rewarded by the Management for providing any

actionable information which results in the prevention of fire.

(d) A cult of Panchnama: 
In order to check fire incidents, a novel method of exhibiting transparency was introduced in the

form of Panchnama / memorandum. In the event of a fire incident, Vigilance Officers were duty

bound to draw samples of the burnt and unaffected cotton and send them for “quality testing”

in Govt. approved laboratories. These samples of cotton etc were to be drawn in the presence of

the people there who had to sign the memorandum as witnesses. If such sample failed to

measure up to the Govt. mandated standards of cotton then it would attract legal as well as

departmental action against the aberrant. This, in fact, proved to be a potent tool for

maintaining quality in cotton operations.
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 “All compromise is based on give and take, but there can be no

give and take on fundamentals. Any compromise on mere

fundamentals is a surrender. For it is all give and no take.”

 “I suppose leadership at one time meant muscles; but today it

means getting along with people.”

-- Mahatma Gandhi

CENTRAL VIGILANCE COMMISSION

Satarkta Bhawan, Block-A, GPO Complex

INA, New Delhi-110023

Visit us at : www.cvc.nic.in, www.cvc.gov.in

Read the online copy of  Vigeye Vani on the CVC 

Website.

Training course for CVOs  

A training course for newly inducted CVOs was conducted in the Commission in April

2012. About 23 CVOs participated . The topics in the course schedule consisted inter alia

of processing of complaints, provisions of the Whistleblowers’ Act, criminal prcoeedings viz

a viz RDA, preventive vigilance and leveraging of technology, synergy between mangement

and vigilance, banking and commercial fraud, synergy between audit and vigilance, etc.
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